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Columnist Marisha
Piettowski faces the

Mutgj and bascn win election, USG leadership

sad truth that journalists are not exempt
from the dwindling job
market and may have

By Indi.i Hunter
Reporter

to pursue other career
paths | Page 4

Student, have molten and selected Sundeep
Mulgi and Kevin Bawh i.s President and
Vice Presldeal of Undergraduate student
Government lor. the 2009-2010 academic year.
With over 2,(1(1(1 students voting and receiving 58.9 percent of the votes, Mulgi and Hasih
said (iiey are thrilled lo he in (he posit ions of
president ami vice president lor nexl year.
"I'm Irying lo Collect my nerves hill I'm very
excited right now," Itaseh saitl. "I've gol to lexl
my parents and give them (he good news."
In order to gel ready lor next year, Mulgi said
his lirsl goal is organizing the senate within

Aftershock
hits Italy
With an official count
of 207 dead after the
guake in Italy, an
aftershock rumbled
through the area
causing more damage

use.
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Woman running
after cancer con
A husband and wife
team conned family and friends out of
S800.000 claiming the
woman had cancer, and
she is now on the run
from the law | Page 11

Gliding along
in the pros
Former Falcon icer

"I irst off, I want (o make Ihe senate a cohesive unit and gel lo know (he new leant," he
said.
Basdl said his main priority iscninmuniraling with Student! and making Ihem comfortable talking lo USG memhers.
"I want students to feel free in approaching
me il they have a problem because I love talking lo students and hearing their concerns,"
Batch said.
More students voted in this year's list, election than last year's - which turned out 1,009
\tiles, I IS(, Chief Administrator Brandon Sal lad
said.
Many USf, memhers attributed the increase
in list; studeni Interest to the hype of the Stroll
Center*
"In my four years I've been here, I've never
seen students so Interested and I'm wry proud,"
Sallad said.

IIS(; Vice President elect Itaseh agreed.
"Although I may have my disagreements
ahoul the Ooalilion for USG Iteform, I respect
all thai Ihey have done in getting Students
involved ami interested," llasch said.
He also said hehopes this will make students
nexl year continue that hands nit involvement.
"I'd rather someone come up lo me and say
something than nothingal all," iiusch said.
duct of Staff Nicole Iraliamie, who is also
Mulgi's girlfriend, said she is excited lor Ihe
newly elected leant as well.
"I ihink they've put together a clean campaign and have worked very hard, especially
after the Slroh debacle," Iraliamie said. "I have
no douhl the students have elecled lite right
two for lite job."
And even though Koh I iniiielhain/ and his
running male Enoch \\n didn't win the race,
Wu said lie has no regrets.
"We have done everything we could have
possibly done and I'm glad we h.nl ihe support
of SO many students," Wu said.
tine of Mulgi and Bast It's platforms is campus heaiililicalion, and Wu hopes liley will
focus on the interior of buildings on campus
and not jusl (he exlerior.
"I'll he working lo bring belter technology lo
classrooms and in improving Ihe appearance
of classrooms," Wu said.
As for not winning Ihe race, Wu said lie was
lei down.
"I am disappointed we tlidn'l win." he said.
"Sundeep .mil Kevin will gel things done, but
See USG I Page 2

NEWLY ELECTED SENATORS OF USG
At-Large Senators:

CollegeSenators:

■ Leo Almeida

■ College of TechnologyWaiting for acceptance
■ College of Music-Jeremy
England
■ College of EducationJoseph Edens
■ College of Health and
Human Services- Victor
Manfredi
■ College of BusinessNicholas Norm
■ College of Arts and
Sciences- Danielle
McConnell

■ Justin Albright
■ Clayton Stewart
■ ElyseFaulk
■ Jamie Brucker
■ Ashley Marvin
■ Sean Lutzmann
■ Robert Bell
■ Cassandra Collier
■ Andrew Fortlage
■ Melissa Hail

Off Campus Senators:
■ Sarah Shepherd

■ Tin. Cribble
■ Molly Albertson
■ Scott Storey

Nadia Gibbons
Andrew Reed
PaulConley
Dominic Wells
Nathan Whitman
Christopher Schiazza

Minority Affairs
Senators
■ Ashley Marvin
■ Michelle Haldemian

Brandon Svendsen
has been doing well

University enrollment up

with his new team
the ECHL Idaho
Steelheads

from last summer, last fall

IPH. 7

By Courtney Flynn
Reporter

How are you paying for

Questions regarding enrollment,
the future of the University and
the effectiveness of Faculty Senate
were answered yesterday at the
Faculty Senate meeting.
The University is ahead by 113
students for summer enrollment
and 859 students for fall enrollment compared to this time last
year, Vice President of Academic
Affairs Mark Gromko said.
"People soft. |the new scheduling system], can handle more

enrollment at one time so don't get
too comfortable,'' Gromko said.
Applications for new and transfer students are down by 7 percent,
but Gromko said the University is
on target to admit 9,200 students,
the same as last year. This means
the University is looking at a flat
enrollment rate.
"Flat is the new up," Gromko
said.
With a perspective flat enrollment
rate, a budget cut between $6 million and SI2 million is still expected
See FACULTY | Page 2

Students struggling with finances daily
By Jesper Bekkcrs
Reporter

For many students at the
University, struggles with
tuition fees are a constant
occurrence in everyday life.
During a workshop held
last weekend focusing on
self-reflection and coping
with stress, students' biggest
concern was Finances. The
workshop was part of the
C.A.U.S.E. conference held at

the University.
For junior Aimee
Klingelsmith. whose father
recently lost his job, college
finances play a major role in
her life. She has over S50.000
in loans to pay for her education.
"It's harder after my dad lost
his job," she said. "Normally. I
could depend on my parents
for food or other stuff. All the
money I earn is just to pay for
my daily living."

However, students can turn
to different departments on
campus to ease the stress of
money matters.
Student Financial Aid helps
students pay their bills by providing access to a college education, according to Gregory
Guzman, director of Student
Financial Aid.
"I can't say if there are more
families struggling with their
SeeFINAID|Page2

Service jobs see record breaking rise in applicants

college?
By EIN. Fowler
Reporter

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Charges pending in
sexual assault case
DANIIG0
Junior. Journalism
"I sell origami on the
street."
| Page 4

k

room in McDonald Hall. The victim knew
her attacker, police said.

Criminal charges are currently pending
against a suspect who sexually assaulted a
female University studeni during the early
morning hours of Sunday. April 5

Students were leminded to be careful
around other's whom they are unfamiliar
with, according lo police repotts. They weie
also warned to keep unknown people out of
their rooms.

According to a release distributed by the
University Police, the female resident was
assaulted while she was asleep in her dorm

Police encouraged students to report
suspicious activity to the University
Department at (419) 572-2346

On Ian. 20, 2009 history was
made and it wasn't just President
Baiack Obama's inauguration.
A record number of applicants
logged onto www.peacecorps.
org and volunteered to give 27
months of service to an area of
need.
But it isn't just the Peace Corps
that has seen a rise in applicants — organizations across
the country are breaking records

and increasing the number of
volunteers.
"We just think the culture
among the college age generation is really prone to service
and making a difference," said
Christine Torres, public affairs
specialist for the Chicago
Regional Peace Corps Office.
According to Margaret Booth,
program director of MACIE
(Master of Arts in Cross-Cultural
and International Education)
and former Peace Corps volunteer, the increase in applications

is not only due to a more service
prone generation, but also due
to the economy.
"When Ihe economy goes
bad two tilings happen," she
said. "Some people go back to
graduate school and need to
re-tool and look into different
career options. Other people do
things like apply for the Peace
Corps."
Niki Messmore, an
AmeriCorps volunteer, believes
SERVICE
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v • i eported unknown
• entered the office at
• Auto Sales and stole a
»v laptop computer valued
■

1:33 PM.
Complainant reported her black
Coacli;
Jued at $150. was
Kami) '.-os Bar. Her
rry Pearl phone, valued at

r 1 her house key

541 P.M.
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:■'■ 10, and his Halo
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Finances compared to last year,"
u' s.i ill. "We can tell there has
an Increase in students
w ho are eligible lor need-based
: ederaland State Grants."
Km according to the Bureau
DI i aboi Statistics, the rate of
unemployment in Toledo in
the month ol February rose to
12.4 percent, rhat's 5.3 percent
liighcrthan the same month a
i,ii earlier.
I reshman EmilyAncinec is
also .i student having problems
paying for college. She comes
from Michigan, and didn't get
the scholarship she applied for.
Mm by looking into other
financial opportunities, like the
work she does as an resident
ad\ iser. she had been able to
stay enrolled at the University.
"I ir\ now with loans to pay
the rest ofmj Mills." she said.
"Mj parents are helping me
with finding loans. It's frustrating to turn all your money
in, and find out that it's only
enough to pay lor one semesten"
Ancinec said she will work
;liis summer lull-time in order
ii make money to pay for
tuition.
\inl she's no exception; a lot
el hei friends are struggling trio,
she said.
If a student's parent has
lost income or employment.
the) should contact Student
I'inaniial \iil. Guzman said.

Unemployment statistics
I he facts according to Bureau of
Labor Statistics
■ Unemployment 9.4 % (Feb
2009) 5.9 % (Feb 2008)
■ Toledo 12.4 % (Feb 2009) 7.1%
(Fob 2008)
■

!o 40748 unemployment
.'009) 25600 (Feb 2008)

0
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joining a service organization
like AmeriCorps, Itoacc Corps or
leach for America helps recent
graduates gain the experiences
students need.
"It is really hard to find jobs
and services like AmeriCorps give
you the necessary one to two
year work experience that jobs
require these days," she said.
leach for America recruits
college graduates to devote
two years to leaching in urban
schools and has seen a 42 percent increase in applications
this year alone. The Peace Corps
has seen the largest percentage
increase in the last five years
with a 16 percent rise in applications, Torres stid.
The Wood County Corps, an
AmeriCorps program serving
Wood County, has also seen an
increase in applications, but
according to Program Director
Ed Newman, it was on the rise
before the economic crisis.
"We have seen an increase
in applications and phone and
email inquiries about positions

FACULTY

President Carol Girtwright. the
four University Vice Presidents
and the eight college deans wen
all present.
"The meeting showed a positive step for shared faculty govern.!i.."c," livans said.
1 lowever. the spring 2008 evaluation of faculty senate showed
mixed reviews.
According to the evaluation
produced by members of Faculty
Senate Executive Committee
— which represents all seven
undergraduate colleges and the
University libraries — shared

governance, communication
with the administration and the
voice of the faculty on University
issues were the most positive
aspects of the current faculty
senate.
However, the survey also said
the least positive aspects of
faculty senate were the lack of
communication with the entire
campus, lack of faculty representation, lack of information and
decision making and not enough
action taken.
Seventy percent of the respondents said shared governance in

From Page 1
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they'll just go about it a different way than we would have."
Freshman Dylan Kromer
said he has confidence in
Mutgiand Masch.
"I voted for them because I
think they'll be good leaders,"
Kromer said.
And even though he had
never heard of Basch and
Mutgi before the pair started
campaigning, he said once he
talked to Basch, he liked what
he heard.
"Basch was a very easy
going guy and knew what he
was talking about so I decided
to vote for him." Kromer said.
Since Kromer will still be
living on-campus next year,
he is concerned with the
required meal plans offered
by the University and not
having rollover.
"I he food prices arc way
too high on campus and they
said they would look out for
students, so I can't wait to
see them tackle that issue,"
he said.

before the economic crisis." he
said. "But the younger population are volunteering at more of
a rate then their older peers and
brethren."
Currently the Wood County
Corps has 42 AmeriCorp members serving the community
while 16 of those members arc
undergraduate students.
"We have three members
that are what you call coming
in from the community and the
rest have had recent experience
with getting their bachelor and
master degrees," Newman said.
Newman added the economy
is causing a lot of people to reev-aluate their careers and others
are taking a sabbatical from their
current careers and increasing
their public .service work.
The Wood County Corps was
created in 2005 on campus and
eventually moved to the United
Way office in 2007. Newman
said students are a critical component of the corp.
"We rely very heavily on the
student population and feel like
it is a niche we have," he said.
"Students are just fantastic and
we are very grateful to have
BCSU here."

SERVICE

USG

From Page 1

From Page 1

for fiscal yen 2010, Chair of the
Faculty Senate Budget Committee
lames Evans said.
The eight colleges within the
University are asking for SI8.I
million though for internal reallocations, maintenance and
other new requests, he said.
These budget issues were
presented at the Faculty Senate
Budget Committee hearings
last month. The committee.

GM announces plan to
develop two-wheeled car

Newman added the Wood
County Corp is a vehicle for
students to engage with the
community. In fact, several
AmeriCorps volunteers, most
current students and recent
graduate's, are based out of the
Office of Service learning on
campus.
Messmore is one of the students. Graduating in August
2007 with a political science
degree, Messmore decided she
wanted to serve her country
— but she didn't want to do it
through pushups.
"I really value the concept
of performing service and 1
thought... AmeriCorps would
be the best second step to giving back to the community after
graduation," she said. "I thought
it would lie a great opportunity''
Now the director of the
Teen Center in Bowling Green,
Messmore believes AmeriCorps
has really made her question
elements of society and her life.
"I think being in AmeriCorps
makes you question what does
our society do for those in need
and what do we do to make sure
those needs are met?" she said.
Booth believes the Peace

Corps got her to where she is
today and also made her question her career.
"I doubt I would lie where
I am today without the fcace
Corps," she said. "It does start
a lot of questions in your head
and if you look at the |>ercentage
of people who have gone on to
higher education after the Peace
Corps a lot do."
Messmore who always had
a long term goal of working in
the Secretary of States Office
in International politics, lias
revamped her career towards
non-profit work because of
AmeriCorps, but hasn't lost site
of her long term goal.
"AmeriCorps lias made me
realize how much 1 like working
with non-profits," she said. "It
made me realize what I can do
to enhance my community to
the best it can be."
The favorite clement of
Messmore's job though is her
teens.
"Everyday with my teens is
random and new," she said.
"The energy and passion my
teens bring to the teen center
keeps me and my other volunteers going."'

faculty senate is important and
58 percent of the respondents
said a more effective way to represent the entire faculty would
be a faculty union.
The idea of a faculty union was
also suggested by respondents as
a faculty senate priority for the
next 10 years, according to the
survey.
Attempts for a faculty union
are already underway at the
University.
A card campaign for a vote on
whether or not the University
should have a faculty union

began last month.
In order to have an election,
between 30 and 60 percent of
the University's full time faculty must submit the card to the
BCSU Faculty Association showing their support for the election.
One of the main goals of the
union, if elected, would be to
focus on faculty salaries.
Faculty salaries was also
ranked as a very important issue
on the survey.
This issue is already a high priority: Gromko said.

Vermont legalizes gay marriage
By Dave Gram
The Associated Press

By Brc* Fowler
The Associated Press

NEW YOI1K — If Hummer
took CM to the large-vehicle
extreme, the auto maker's latest project takes it to the other
extreme, offering a solution to
the world's urban transportation problems in two wheels
not four.
General Motors Corp and
Segway Inc. announced yesterday that they are working
together to develop a twowheeled, two-seal electric
vehicle designed to be a fast,
safe, inexpensive and clean
alternative to traditional cars
and trucks for cities across the
world.
The Personal Urban Mobility
and Accessibility, or PUMA,
project also would involve a
vast communications network
that would allow vehicles to
interact with each other, regulate the flow of traffic and prevent crashes from happening.
"We're excited about doing
morcwithless,"said|imNorrod.

THE BUNNY BASKET
$29.95
Can you find the cute ceramic bunny
hiding in this spring arrangement?
It's tucked into a pastel lattice basket,
perfect for your Easter dinner table
CRACKED EGG
$24.95
We filled a "crackled "glass vase with
tulips & daisy's, and accented the
arrangement with Easter Eggs... just a
bit of Easter fun!

THE FLOWER
BASKET
165 South Main St
Downtown B.G.
419-352-6396
weiDasket@wcnet oig

MECCA

chief executive of Segway, the
Bedford, N.II.-based maker of
electric scooters. "Less emissions, less dependability on
foreign oil and less space."
The 300-pound prototype
runs on a lithium-ion battery
and uses Segway's characteristic two-wheel balancing technology, along with dual electric
motors. It's designed to reach
speeds of up to 35 miles-perhour and can ntn 35 miles on a
single charge.
The companies did not
release a projected cost for
the vehicle, but said ideally its
total operating cost — including purchase price, insurance,
maintenance and fuel — would
total between one-fourth and
one-third of that of the average
traditional vehicle.
Larry Bums, GM's vice president of research and development, and strategic planning, said the project is part
of Detroit-based GM's effort to
remake itself as a purveyor of
fuel-efficient vehicles.
Ideally, the vehicles would
also be part of a communications network that through the
use of transponder and GPS
technology would allow them
to drive themselves. The vehicles would automatically avoid
obstacles such as pedestrians
and other cars and therefore
never crash, Bums said.
As a result, the PUMA vehicles would not need air bags or
other traditional safety devices
and include safety belts for
"comfort purposes" only, he
said.
Though the technology and
its goals may seem like something out of science fiction,
Bums said nothing new needs
to be invented for it to become
a reality.

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

meccabg.com

MONTPELIER, Vt. — Vermont
became the fourth state to
legalize gay marriage yesterday
— and the first to do so with a
legislature's vote.
The House recorded a dramatic 100-49 vote, the minimum needed, to override Gov.
Jim Douglas' veto. Its vote
followed a much easier override vote in the Senate, which
rebuffed the Republican governor wit h a vote of 23-5.
Vermont was the first state
to legalize civil unions for
same-sex couples and joins
Connecticut, Massachusetts
and Iowa in giving gays the
right to marry. Their approval
of gay marriage came from the
courts.
Yesterday morning's legislative action came less than a
day after Douglas issued a veto
message saying the bill would
not improve the lot of gay and
lesbian couples because it still
would not provide them rights
under federal and other states'
laws.
Douglas called override "not
unexpected." He had called the
issue of gay marriage a distraction during a time when economic and budget issues were
more important.
"What really disappoints
me is that we have spent some
time on an issue during which
another thousand Vermonters
have lost their jobs," the governor said yesterday. "We need to
turn out attention to balancing
a budget without raising taxes,
growing the economy, putting
more people to work."
House Speaker Shap Smith's
announcement of the vote
brought an outburst of jubilation from some of the hundreds packed into the gallery
and the lobby outside the House
chamber, despite the speaker's
admonishment against such
displays.
Among the celebrants in the
lobby were former Rep. Robert
Dostis, D-Waterbury, and

TOBVTAIBOT
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GAY MARRIAGE: Rep Jason Lorber. D-Burlington. right, gets a hug from Rep Alison
Clarkson. D-Woodstoclt. following the passage of a gay marriage bill in Montpelier. Vt.

his longtime partner, Chuck
Kletecka. Dostis recalled efforts
to expand gay rights dating
to an anti-discrimination law
passed in 1992.
"It's been a very long battle,
It's been almost 20 years to get to
this point," Dostis said. "I think
finally, most people in Vermont
understand that we're a couple
like any other couple. We're as
good and as bad as any other
group of people. And now I think
we have a chance to prove ourselves here on forward that we're
good members of our community."
Dostis said lie and Kletecka
will celebrate their 25th year
together in September.
"Is that a proposal?" Kletecka
asked.
"Yeah,"
Dostis replied.
"Twenty-five years together.

I think it's time we finally got
married."
Craig Bensen, a gay marriage
opponent who had lobbied
unsuccessfully for a nonbinding referendum on the question,
said he was disappointed but
believed gay marriage opponents were outspent by supporters by a 20-1 margin.
"The other side had a highly
funded, extremely well-oiled
machine with all the political
leadership except the governor
pushing to make this happen,"
be said. "The fact that it came
down to this tight a vote is really
astounding."
Also in the crowd was Michael
leiner, a farmer from Roxbury
and gay marriage supporter,
who took a break from collecting sap for maple syrup-making
to come to the Statehouse.

CAMPUS
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Gun bill will allow guns on campuses
By Courtnty Jay
The Daily Stiff
Opposition to a gun bill allowing licensed people lo carry
handguns on college campuses grows as students from
Texas Christian University and
the University of Texas take to
the streets with a petition to
be presented in the hopes of
keeping the bill on the floor.
Jordan Adair. a sophomore
communications major, and
l.i. kir Mintz, a sophomore at
UT, said they circulated the
petition around both campuses.
Adair said she got four pages
of signatures with about 30
signatures per sheet. She said
she found few students who
supported the hill, or who had
no opinion.
Mintz said she caught wind
of the bill at the Texas State
Capitol in Austin, where she
works as an intern. She said

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some evenB taken fiom evertsbgui «ki

5:30-7:30 p.m.
Evolutionism vs.
Creationism
Union Theater

bp.m.
Student Composers' Forum
Bryan Recital Hall

she also attended student gov
eminent meetings where she
watched the student govern
men! pass a university wide
resolution opposing the bill.
But. she said, at UT the
student government has the
stigma ol being a vocal minority, so its opinions are often
overlooked by politicians who
claim it basil easier than other
student governments because
of its close proximity to the

capitol.
Mini/, said getting a petition
signed will give her something
to put in front of the committee before it votes. And, she
said, getting TCU involved will
help the petition carry more
weight.
"I feel like our only chance
of slopping ibis bill is to keep it
iii committee," Mini/, said. "As
long as the committee votes
to keep il on the floor, it will
not be presented lo the entire
body."
Adair said she got involved
in the petition because the
idea of guns on campus is
scary.
"I've never been one to
believe that you light guns and
violence with more guns and
violence," Adair said. "Adding
more weapons or more dangerous things to the equation
just seems to me that it would
have t he-opposite effect."
Mintz said she started talking to students most would
consider politically apathetic

3
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"I feel like our only
chance of stopping
this bill is to keep it
in committee."
Mintz | Sophomore
to get a feel for the number
of students who knew about
the hill. She said several students she talked to knew nothing about the hill and wanted
proof that it was actually moving through the legislature.
Adair said she was also stir
prised by the number of students who didn't know about
the bill, and though her Intention is to stop the bill, she said
she's also just Irving lo raise
awareness
"It just seems like a very big
issue for so few people to know
about it," Adair said.
Mintz said the only sort of
gun support she ran into was
from students who believed
t hey shou Id be al lowed to carry
guns, but not on campus.
Mintz said she has no problem with people carrying guns
as long as she has the choice
lo avoid places where the\
are allowed, something thai
won Id not be t he case on a col
lege campus.
"I don't have a choice,"
she said. "I have to sit in my
F.nglish class if I want lo pass
the class and graduate."

Professor finds book inspiration in political bar

SACHEIRADWANSKI
GUEST SPEAKER: Tom Tancredo. a member of the U S. House of Representatives from Colorado's 6th dHti
and local residents about immigration, assimilation, and what it means to be an Ameni..
brought to speal at the University by College Republicans.

Campusfood Facebook causes 'friendzy'
The Facebook application allows individuals to play games and win prizes
By John Buckingham
Reporter

March Madness is over, but
Food Friendzy is still going
strong.
A Facebook application sponsored by Campuslood.com,
Food Friendzy gives Facebook
users a chance to match three
tiles on a memory-like game
board and win Campusfood
Cash, restaurant coupons and
even food Friendzy T-shirts. All
prizes are redeemable on the
Campusfood Web site, which
requires! acebookerslolinklheir
accounts to the Campusfood
Web site to redeem prizes.
Senior Shelly Willgren said
she plays Food Friendzy almost

everyday.

By Lin Chafctz
Reporter
A Polish bar was the influence
for a recently published Ixxik by
political science Professor David
}. lackson.
lire book, "Classrooms and
Barrooms: An American in
Poland,'' was published on Feb.
29 about lackson's experiences
in Poland while leaching on a
lulbright scholarship.
lackson, who taught in
Poland September 2007 until
February 2008, is third generation Polish, and grew up around
the language and music. He
specializes in leaching American
politics and mass media al the
University.
While in Poland he spent
much of his time in a political
bar where he would spend his
lime talking to the bartender,
who was one of the only people
in the bar who spoke Knglish. I le
spoke to many other people at
the bar through the bartender,
learning many life lessons.
lackson has been back to
Poland since leaving in February
2008 and is going back in May
on a grant he received from the
Canadian government to leach a
course on Canadian
government.
Q: How did you get the idea to
publish the book?
A: I was sending emails and
letters back home and I realized
how interesting everything I was
doing was. When I got home I
took a second look at everything

RtOVIDED BY IHE BGSU MONITOR
POUSHDAR: Professor David J Jacson wrote the book "Classrooms and Barrooms:
An American in Poland" He found his inspiration for the book from a bar in Poland, where
he spent much oi his time conversing with the bartender

and thought it would lx' a good
idea, as a kind of travel log... I still
get excited 10 see my name in
print. 1 published a Ixxik before,
but that was more of an academic lxx)k. I think more |xt>ple
will (hopefully) read and enjoy
this book.
(.): What was your favorite lesson that you learned in the bar?
A: You have to take people how
you find them. You have lo slow
things down in tire.That really
helped.
Q: Did that help you with
things you do In the U.S. in your
A: Definitely, just the same
lesson to slow things down.
I had a lot of fun when I was
teaching in classes in Poland,
but I realized my lectures were
shorter in Poland. A lot of the
jokes I would make in class and
a lot of the pop culture references 1 would make wouldn't
stick in Poland.

Q: What's the name of the
town you were In?

A: [it's pronounced] "woodge"
which means boat, even though
t he lown was nowhere near
water. The town symbol was a
boat and a paddle, even though
there was no water. Il was one of
those types of lowns.
Q: And what was the bar
called?
A: Kresowa (pronounced
"Krasova"). It's named after the
lands in the east, which were
lost during World War II. It was
a very political bar. There were
about 15-20 photos of lozef
Pilsudski, who in 1918 fought
Russia |for Poland's independence!.
Q: What would you change
about your trip?
A: I would definitely go for
a year next time. I regret thai
I wasn't there longer, but I
couldn't think of a better way to
spend six months.

"My roommates got me
hooked on it," she said. "We have
a kind of competition going. II we
win, we always have to brag."
Campusfood offers online
menus from which students and
community members can order
food from restaurants in over
300 campuses across the nation,
For many University students,
this means pizza.
"I'd say my favorite place
Ito order from] is probably
Pisanello's IPizza!, because
they have the most variety" said
Willgren.
With f).r).4iiH monthly active
users, Food Friendzy has a following, although some believe it
could be fixed.
Willgren said she could see
it being rigged, as she won a lot
when she first started playing,
but now loses most of the lime.
Although she sometimes

doesn't win anything for week-.
Willgren said when she docs
win, the victory just makes hei
want to spend her Campusfood
t ash more.
"I know other people that have
won like $75," she said. "It's a
good application for people thai
are on Facebook all the time. It's
just a fun game."
At the restaurant end of
Campusfood is Abraham Valle.

,m otdei site plai eil toi a heart
shaped pizza listed as free on the
Campusfood Web site.
"I've worked in retail, so 1
know obviously it wasn't zero
dollars.' she said "Bui il something is marked like thai thej
have to sell it to the customer."
Shortly alter placing her order
ini" the pi//a Adams received a
call from a Campusfood representative, who told her she must
either cancel her ordei or pa) lull
price for the pizza,
"He just kept saving, it's not
going to happen, it's not going
In happen." Adams said fiiere
was no semblance of customer

manager ol Mytes Pizza Pub.
Myles Pizza Pub first started
using Campusfood's ordering
services about two years ago.
Valle said the Web sile helps
facilitate the ordering process
for the restaurant and for technichally-sawy students.
The reason we do it is
because it's hist I hat a loi of kids
nowadays are gelling online
and ordering food," Valle said
What's the term? Keeping up

service
Although she previously
used Campusfood and Food
Friendzy constantly, ordering
al least a pizza a week through
Campusfood, \dams said her
experience has turned her

with the Joneses."

against the Web site and its companion Facebook application,

Although Valle said the
Web sile is helpful, he added
Campusfood doesn't do much
to promote Myles' as a business.
He hasn't noticed any particular
increase in sales and said the
reputation of the restaurant is
what causes people to order a
Myles pizza.
"Not to sound arrogant, but I
can sell a pizza belter than any
computer.' he said. "ICustomers]
are going to come here no matter
what, Campusfood just makes it
easier for them."
Not everyone is completely
satisfied with Campusfood's scr\ ices, however.
HriltanyAdams.asenior.decided IO boycott both Pisanello's
Pizza and Campusfood alter
representatives refused to honor

"I think Food Friendz) has
made people more aware of
Campusfood, and I wish less
people used it. Food Friendzj
just increases their advertising,
and they don't deserve it."
In spite of the trouble Vdams

had with Campusfood, Miranda
I iss. general manager of
Pisanello's Pizza, said the me i
dent was simply a mistake on
the part of Campusfood and thai
Pisanello's has had a good expe
rience with Campusfood
"I try and work with the c us
tinners If anything dues happen," I iss said. "We really didn't
mean for any of it to happen. If
we were having problems with
Campusfood and upsetting our
customers we would cancel it.

CATHOLIC

HOLY WEEK
EVENTS

tit

HOLY THURSDAY APRIL 9
Sedar Meal 5:30 PM. CommerrK>ratingOTefosoverMeal.FsSVPtoinfb(^Ltc>ms..com
Holy Thursday MaSS 7:30 PM, Commemorating the Lords Supper with me washing of the feet

EASTER BUFFET
AT THE BOVVEN THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

SiAAtiaj/ April 12, 2009
11am*2pni
APPETIZERS, CARVED STEAMSHIP ROUND OF BEEF,
COUNTRY HAM, ROASTED TURKEY BREAST,
ASSORTED SALADS

t

& GOURMET DESSERTS

SERVED IN THE LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
ADULTS: $19.95 |

CHILDREN 4-12: 7.95 | CHIIDRLN UNDFR4: FRFF

GOOD FRIDAY APRIL 10

Good Friday Service 12:30
Stations of the Cross 12:00 PM and 5:30 PM
EASTER SERVICES APRIL I I & 12

Saturday Easter Vigil Mass 800 PM
Sunday Easter Masses
10:00 AM
and 11:30 AM
No 5 or 9 PM Masses on Easter
*AII events will be held at St.Thomas More University Parish,
on Thurstin Ave. across from McDonald Dorm

BGSU STUDENT WITH ID: $16.95 I SENIORS 60+: $16.95

ST. THOMAS

1M0RE

YOUR
CATHOLIC
UNIVERSITY
PARISH

419-352-7555
425 Thurstin Ave.
Across from McDonald West
and Offenhauer
www.sttoms.com

SERVING THE BGSU CATHOLIC COMMUNITY

HEY!!!

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
445 K;ist Wooster St • 352-0717
GRKENBRIAR, INC.
"»\\.<i rccii brinrRt'iitals.com
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"I want students to feel free in approaching me if they have a problem
because I love talking to students and hearing their concerns."
- Kevin Basch. USG Vice President, on communicating with students [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON rHE STREET How are you paying for college?
"I'm paying for

"I'm not paying for

"I'm paying for

"I run a massage

college through

college, my parents

college through

business, I sell rny

scholarships."

said I get four years."

student loans"

hands."

b

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your o»n take on
today's People On The

i^d

ELIZA BARNETT.
Freshman.
BkJogy/Pre-Med

Street? Or a suggestion for
PAULHEMMINGER.

TYLER REGAN.
Freshman, Earth Science.
Chemistry Education

DAN HOUSTON.

Sophomore.
Sport Management

Sophomore,

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviewsxom

Marketing

Media offers ways to become recession savvy
ByLtriuaKMn
Daiy Taigun

Whereas the gossip in most
Central New Jersey Parent
Teacher Association meetings
may have long been about vacations, hair stylists and shoes,
suburb dwellers like PTA moms
and Manhattan commuting
dads are now singing a different tune. If you open up the
Home News Tribune you are
bound to find an article on how
to reduce spending by taking
cooking lessons and gearing up
for a long hiatus from restaurant dining. The "Today Show"
on NBC. has a continual barrage
of experts on double coupons
and how to plant your own vegetable gardens. "Live with Regis
and Kelly" even had Seventeen
Magazine Editor-in-Chief Ann
Shoket present a lesson on how
prom goers can make the shift
from being "fashionistas to
'recession-istas.'"

"There is no doubt that tough economic
times mean trading in a lifestyle of
constant, mindless and frivolous
purchasing for one with a more
conscious and calculated budget."
There is no doubt that tough
economic times mean trading
in a lifestyle of constant, mindless and frivolous purchasing for
one with a more conscious and
calculated budget. But are these
recession-istas getting appropriate advice from the right place or
are media suggestions on how to
save simply not cutting it?
Every day there is another
scheme outlined on television or
in the newspaper providing an
offer that will give the economy
the boost it needs or suggesting
a change that will ease the burden on your family. Hie Sunday

Star-Ledger presented a move
into one of New lersey's two new
trailer parks as a possible answer,
with "the average price of a traditional single-family abode
nationwide [being! $313,600 in
2007 while the median cost of
a dwelling assembled off-site
totaled $65,100."
Even a state legislative niling
that made same-sex marriage
legal in Iowa on Friday is being
championed for its economic
prospects. It has been determined that its location in relation to the two other same-sex
marriage states will make Iowa

a very busy place for gay couples
looking to legalize their unions.
The Des Moincs Register has
stated that "businesses could
see $160 million in new wedding and tourism spending over
the next three years, according
to a study from researchers at the
University of California at Los
Angeles," and "same-sex marriage will yield an estimated net
gain of $5.3 million per year for
Iowa state government, according to the report from UCLAs
Williams Institute."
The Hyundai "lose your job
and return your car" commercial and the mocking Saturn "we
can make some of your car payments" commercial also contribute their piece of advice to what
has become a growing melting
|xit of potential recession busting ideas in the media. Yet these
muddled ideas with their limited
See KLEIN | PageS
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The important reasons Sadly, 111 have to change my major
to become a vegetarian to guarantee a job after graduation used to be
vicious, now
mi*
they sparkle
By Parag Mahajan and
JayshlvBadlani
Daily Northwestern

Heaven on earth, lor some that
means having more money than
MC Hammer did in 1992. For
some, it's reuniting with God
after passing through St. Peter's
gate. For others it's just kicking
back and watching an episode of
"The Hills" (guilty as charged!).
Many students earn their
eternal happiness by making pilgrimage to the famous chicken
joint near campus. Once there,
they're finally allowed to bask
in the glorious aroma of fried,
battered chicken in all its greasy
goodness.
Why, then, would we ask all
of you to suppress your deepest,
most passionate cravings and go
veg? Why do we endure the pain
of walking right past Al's Italian
Beef and straight into Whole
Foods for a custom-made serving of leaves, carrots, and other
utterly disgusting vegetables?
We'll tell you why. Well, it's
obviously the right thing to do
for various moral, ethical, and
health reasons. Unfortunately,
we could care less about morals, ethics, or health, and like all
great theorists, we've decided to
force our epiphany on all of you.
Chances are, if you're not
trying to block out your chem
professor's voice right now, you
are currently sitting at one of
our fine dining halls, chomping
down on some of the finest beefpork-squirrel-kangaroo.
That brings us to our first
reason for going veg: You can

eat more before getting full.
Seriously, neither of us has had a
satisfying meal since making the
switch. Becoming a herbivore
will ensure that you continuously eat food, hi fact, you'll eat
so much, that you and your outrageously priced thirteen meal
a week plan will actually be a
liability to Northwestern. Look
at the change you're already
making! We might as well start
calling you Barack O'Gandhi.
We realize most of you are
already convinced, and we
could end our argument right
here. There are a bunch of other
reasons to stop putting meat in
your mouth. Being vegetarian
forces you to try new things; you
can't just eat burgers or chicken
wraps for every meal. Before
turning vegetarian neither of us
had even tried tilings like baba
ganoush or painting the Rock.
Now we're constantly painting our life-size cutout of WWE
superstar Dwayne lohnson.
The proof is in the pudding,
folks. Check out this list of awesome celebrities throughout
history who have embraced
the vegetarian lifestyle: Brad
Pitt. Vincent van Gogh, fictional character Clark Kent, Carrie
Underwood and Buddha.
Compare that list to these
assumed carnivores: MelGibson,
Barry Bonds, Chris Brown and
Osama Bin laden.
So whose side arc you on?
Superman's or a wife-beater's?
Most religions say eating meat
See VEGGIE | PageS

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnew$.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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I hope it's not a surprise to anyone
reading that the economy is suffering some setbacks. Ttiis realization
Ls something many people grapple
with, especially those graduating
from college this year.
Iflr many recent and soon to lie
graduates, job prospects are rather
grim, with fewer companies hiring
fewer employees straight out of
college It's a rather vicious cycle;
many companies are choosing to
fill the few jobs available with more
experienced and older people that
lost their jobs recently rather than
someone new to the job market.
There arc many new graduates
capable of filling these positions,
but if businesses are only hiring
experienced individuals, how are
people supposed to gain experience to get a job?
As eventual graduates, most of
the people reading will face the
same predicament unless the
economy turns around quickly. I
came to the University as a journalism major and decided to pursue a minor in Popular Culture.
This way I would have the writing
skills necessary to pursue a career
which allowed for me to write for a
living, and find a job where I could
use my (likely unhealthy amount
of) popular culture knowledge to
my benefit and write about subjects in that discipline.
However, as many in the journalism field know, the job prospects are slim at best, nonexistent
at worst. It's an interesting time for
print media, because news outlets are being forced to drastically
change tlie ways in which they

deliver news to their customers.
No longer content with printed
content, subscribers and newsstand buyers of publications are
utilizing the Internet to find their
news.
After the Internet boom, publishers decided to publish most,
if not all of their content on their
VVeb sites free of charge. This move
is now backfiring on these companies, because in these tough
times consumers are abandoning
paid physical news forms It makes
sense: why would someone spend
precious money on something
that can be found for free?
As a result, publications are suffering Major newspapers are shutting their doors completely (such
as the "Rocky Mountain News"
out of Denver) or closing their
print publication to focus solely
on a cheaper online publication
(the "Seattle Post-Intelligencer"
and Michigan papers such as the
"Ann Arbor News"). While publications such as the P-I will still deliver
the news, it will not be in printed
form, and it is not yet known if a
publication will be able to sustain
itself solely on online advertising
revenue.
The Internet will allow journalists to continue writing albeit in a
new format. However, numerous
problems still arise
Take the P-l as an example. A
staff of 181 that worked on the
newspaper when it was still publishing is down to 40 people. Moves
such as this will only hurt the communities these news outlets are
serving because they will not be
able to assign as many reporters to
cover as many stories as before
Investigative reports often
require money and time from
journalists and media outlets two
resources that are of a smaller supply when publications are suffering. The Internet may make jobs,

but they are smaller in scale and
fewer in number than in previous generations, and only focus on
bare bones reporting duties.
Magazines are facing the same
types of issues. Since magazines
are usually bought with disposable income people will abandon
them in tough times. Major magazines such as the music magazine "Blender" are folding due to
decreased reader and advertiser
revenue Niche and superfluous
magazines arc not hiring people
with little experience since there
are so many people with yeats of
experience under their belts who
are in the same predicament
For aspiring journalists finding
a steady job and career in the field
is not easy. The few jobs that are
around leave the newly minted
graduate forced to take unpaid or
poorly paid internships or work
as freelance reporters without a
steady paycheck.
Publications cannot afford to
hire a large amount of reporters.
I've accepted that unless I change
my major to something that will
guarantee me a career, constant
unemployment or underemployment is in my future, as well as
the future of others following this
career path.
The economy Ls affecting everyone and every career. However,
during this awkward time of
adjustment, the world of printed
word is taking an exceptionally
largehit.
So, thank you for reading the
"BG News" and supporting the
effort the staff puts into their work.
Hopefully, the economy will pick
up and the reporters whose stories
you arc reading now will find jobs
in the future

By Rhiannon Root
Daily Nebraskan

Is it just me or did vampires used
to come in the non-Edward Gullen
variety? Once upon a time vampires
were bloodthirsty fiends that roamed
the countryside at night in search
of their next meaL They would stalk
their prey, attack and drain the victim of blood, possibly mutilating the
body in the process.
The legend of the vampire was so
great that in Europe during the 18th
century there was widespread panic
about the existence of vampires,
according to Monsteropediacom.
This panic was so bad that people
actually went into cemeteries, dug
up graves and staked the bodies into
the ground and decapitated corpses.
According to the History Channel
special "Vampire Secrets," it was a
serious matter to make sure that the
dead stayed dead.
While this may reveal more historical information about superstition, it does illustrate the fact that
vampires used to be a creature of
tear. Today our vampires drive Volvos
and sparkle in the sunlight
How did the vampire's fangs get
filed down? Why have our vampires
become cute and cuddly when our
ancestor's vampires tore out throats
ami feared garlic and wooden crosses? How did this supernatural villain
become an anti-hero then transform
into a romantic lead?
Like a kit of vampiric things, it
goes back to Bram Stoker Stoker's

— Kespml to Marisha at
lhmews@bgnew&com.

See ROOT | Page 5
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From Page 4
will send you straight to purgatory, or, in the very best case scenario, reincarnated as an aardvark.
Vegetarians nearly always end up
as sea turtles or better.
If you don't want to take
our word for it. listen to Alicia
Silverstone on goveg.com. She
remains hot to this day thanks
to a steady diet of tofu, sprouts
and cauliflower, which we know
because she gave her testimonial
.naked.
Finally, we would like to point
out that these animals are real
creatures. The Web site goveg.com
cites scientific studies that show
pigs are as smart as most threeyear-olds.
You might lie thinking. 'Hey,
they promised not to resort to
making Ulis a moral issue.'' We
aren't. We just wanted to point
out that if you are going to eat
anything with the intelligence of
an adolescent, you should probably just eat us for writing this
column.

KLEIN
From Page 4

scope have yet to prove a positive contribution to the faltering
economy or those suffering as a
result.
Some half-baked ideas have in
fact proven themselves, without
any question, to be unorganized
and pOOdy executed. A coupon
prepared by a bailout ad-campaign that had been discussed,
but not approved, by Domino's
Pizza Inc. in December made its
way into the hands of Cincinnati
residents last week. In one evening 11,000 free medium pizzas
were delivered in the area as a
result, according to USA Today.
But the effects of the recession,
as well as some of the equally ineffective suggestions to combat the
changing economy, are right in
our own backyard. I listened with
complete surprise when 1 overheard two moms at the end of a
grocery store aisle discussing if the
repercussions on their children
from buying generic, store brand
cereals — instead of the names
advertised on television — would
be worth the money they would
be saving. I, likewise, watched in
horror as another mother dragged
her Uggs and Abercmmbie wearing daughter kicking and screaming into a Payless shoe store. I
could not help but eavesdrop
on a conversation between my
own mother and a friend as the
woman described just how beneficial it would be to abandon her
lawn service and teach her teenage son how to use the decade old
machine that had been rusting in
their shed.

"Dracula" turned the vampire legends around. Putting the fearsome
vampire into lonnal wear and
making him a noble was quite a
revolutionary thing given that vampires were considered diseased and
disgusting. Making Dracula suave
and aristocratic is perhaps the first
instance of kittcnization of the
vampire.
'The sexual nature of vampirism fomied an underlying theme
in 'Dracula,' but it was disguised in
such a way that it was hidden from
the literary censors of the day, the
consciousness of the public, and
probably from the awareness... of
author Hram Stoker himself," says
). Gordon Melton, author of 'The
Vampire Hook."
Stoker made the vampires sexy
and less tlian a century later, Anne
Rice made tl tern super angsty anti heroes. Rice expanded upon the
sexuality of the vampire. I ler vampires, while full of angst and hormones still managed to scan1 readers. They killed (X'oplc and brooded

about the hollowness of eternity.
There was another major
development that came along
in the 1980s, that of fhe romantic lead vampire. Ihis came about
through several authors - laurell
k I lamilton, 'liinya I lull, Chariene
I larris - all of whose book series
have become television shows. Yet
there is one 1990s TV show that
definitely influenced a whole generation of honor liners Bully the
Vampire Slayer.'
'Ilimqgh "Huffy'" we were introduced to Angel, a vampire cursed
uiih a soul. Because ol his soul ami
his pasi misdeeds we had a guilt
ridden but still dangerous vampire
This, of course, mack- him prune
boyfriend material. Who wouldn't
love a brooding man with superpowen that knows just the right
way to nibble on your neck?
Speaking of vampiric boyfriend
material, the latest Craze seems to
revolve around Stephenie Meyer's
"Twilight," which tells the story of
a klutzy giri who falls in love with
a sparkly vampire. Not only does
Twilight" completely twist the
vampire k'gend on its head, it is not
horror. Meyer herself has said her
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hooks are "coward proof."
Looking back at the legends
of die vampire this is frankly ;ui
alxiiiiiiialion.
Despite the fact that "Twilight"
does have a conservative alistinenu-only message, Kdward has
become a sex-symbol that many,
many fans have drooled over. This
is because Edward is by far the safest vampire to have ever been created, I leil love you and only you
forever and even protect you from
evil.
Ihis degree of safety has become
the marker for the kittenization of
tlie vampire, the less dangerous
the vampire, the sexier he or she
appears to be. Thus the more we
am lust over this vampire. Is tiiis
because we refuse to acknowledge
the darker side of our humanity,
that we actually find it appealing
die power someone else can hold
over us? Do we love the idea of
immortality or the idea of bsingour
humanity? Or is it honestly because
we like the sparkles?
Maybe it's just me, hut I'd rather
lx" out sharpening a wooden stake
and wearing a garlic necklace than
lusting over a sparkling corpse

2 5
9 7 1
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Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On-Line! • High Speed Internet Included! • Pay Rent On-Line! • Friendly Staff!

People around me an' full of
pride over their decisions to dismiss their cleaning lady or dog
walker and take on the responsibility themselves. I heard a
woman brag about how she has
started ironing her husband's button-down shirts instead of taking
them to the dry cleaner. Simple
chores have become perceived
as huge achievements. Certainly,
these baby steps are a start, but if
this is the kind of advice offered
to the average family proposals
may be falling short of die mark.
Curbing excess spending may
work for some, but without a
solution to the economic crisis
in sight making the change from
dining out to eating in might not
be enough.
The overreaching and in some
cases poorly planned business
Schemes are mismatched to die
level of need; and in the same
way, family spending plans advocated by talk shows and magazine
articles barely scratch the surface.
This kind of economizing doesn't
seem like it can make a significant
differt'nee to our national economy or save your family if the situation continues to spiral downward.
What the economy needs is innovation and reinvigoration — some
new markets or new methods that
will spark true growth. If avoiding
die dry cleaner for die next year is
the band-aid that will save your
family from feeling the effects of
our nation's economic problems
or if same-sex marriage can keep
die state of Iowa's budget above
water, you and Iowa will deserve
our congratulations. As of now,
though, I believe that for the rest
of us being a recession-ista will
mean something more.
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we lived at
Copper Beech...
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..we really do have it all!
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FREE Internet
FREE cable
FREE private shuttle
Private baths in each bedroom
Full-size washer & dryer
in each unit
> FREE shuttle service to
Downtown BG every Friday '&
Saturday night

> Available furnished
or unfurnished
> Spacious living
at a reasonable price
> and so much more...

3 Bedroom Sped
led!
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TOW1MHOME
COMMUNITIES, LLP
2057 Napoleon Rd • 419-353-3300 • w ww. cop perbeoch town homes, com

SPORT

[\ AT BGNEWSSPORTS.COM: New
*^o offensive line coach John McDoneil has
BG's tog men looking good Video by
Ethan Magoc and story by Andrew Hairier
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SIDELINES

Hockey team continues disappearing act
By Scan Shapiro
Reporter

HOCKEY
Dan Sexton will
leave BG to pursue
NHL career
BG's Dan Sexton will leave
the team after his sophomore
season. On Monday Sexton
signed a two-year contract
with the Anaheim Ducks.
Sexton lead the Falcons in

One day after losing last year's
leading scorer to a professional
contract, the BG hockey program took an even bigger hit
yesterday.
Monday, Dan Sexton signed
a professional contract with the
Anaheim Mighty Ducks.
"It's something I've dreamt
about since 1 was young. I was
really excited," Sexton said. "It's
every hockey player's dream to
sign an NIII. contract. High! now,
I'm just letting it set in."
Yesterday, the team lost three
more players as Patrick Tiesling,
David Solway and Nick Bailen all
received their releases from the
program.
All three players will most likely look to continue their hockey

careers, either at the professional
ranks or at another school.
"I'd expect those three to be
transfers, unless they have
another plan ahead of them,"
said hockey sports information
director Steve Hair.
If they do decide to transfer,
the) will not be aloud to transfer to another school within
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association (CCI1A).
The four players leaving

accounted for 85 of the Falcons
225 points last season.
Sexton and Solway. along
with senior Brandon Svendsen
who has since signed a professional contract with the Idaho
Steelheads, had combined to be
one of the (:(:i I.A's top lines, scoring41 goals and adding 52 assists
during the 2008-09 season.
According to Sexton, his deci-

sion had nothing to do with
Solways decision to leave the
program.
"It was their decision all the
way." Sexton said. "It's unfortunate for the program but they
have io do what is best for them."
Solway declined to comment
on his departure.
Batten, in bis first collegiate

season, had 16 points and served
as one of the Falcons most < onsistent defensemen.
At 6'2" 190.lbs, Tiesling was
the biggest skater on the Falcons
and also added six assists while
sharing a line with Tommy Dee
and losh Boyd.
The most recent departures
bring the total number of players to leave the program since
ETHAN MAGOC

See HOCKEY | Page 8
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HARDLY KNEW YOU: 'id Batlen will leave alter fuse one season with the Falcons

scoring this past season with
39 points in 38 games. He'll
finish the semester at the
University, then report to
Anaheim in the fall

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

Heard you're doing fine
|

Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for
continued coverage of your
favorite Falcons sports teams.

Svendsen's post-BG days
have been impressive

We have continued updates
By Sean Shapiro

from spring football practice,

Reporter

including a new video. We'll
also have continued coverage of Falcon baseball and
softball.
www.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1994-Atlanta Brave Kent
Mercker no-hits Dodgers. 6-0.
1989-One-handed pitcher
Jim Abbott debuts but lasts
only 4 2/3 innings.
1969—First Baseball game
in Canada - Montreal Expos
beats New York Mets 10-9.

The List
Baseball's first full day was

STAYING STRONG: Alter being among BG's offensive leaders this past season. Brandon Svendsen's pro career is looking good m Idaho.

Eleven days after his college career ended in a 7-1 first
round playoff loss to Ohio State.
Brandon Svendsen started his
professional career in impressive fashion.
Inhisfirstgameasamcmbcrof
the Fast Coast Hockey league's
(ECHI.I Idaho Steelheads. the
former Falcon assistant captain
picked up an early first period
assist, then tied the game at
three with 50 seconds remain
inein the contest.
Following a scoreless overtime period. Svendsen beat
Victoria Salmon Kings' goalie
lulicn Ellis in the shootout to
help the Steelheads end a three
game losing streak.
"He was the fifth shooter we
were a little short forwards, so
I threw him in and he tied it
up with a nice move to freeze
the goalie," said Steelhead coach
Derek LaxdalL
Since his first game with

the Steelheads, Svendsen has
become a consistent contributor
playing on the top line scoring
four goals and adding 15 assist in
his first II games.
For the Rosewood, Minn.,
native scoring has been nothing
new after his final college season
when he had 12 goals and 18
assists.
"I've just tried to continue
what I've been doing through
out the year at Bowling Green,"
Svendsen said.
For Svendsen Mime of the biggest changes from college to the
ECHL have been the added frequency of games in a week, compared to two during a college
season, and the added physicality of minor leagu? hockey.
"The whole style of the game
is completely different, there is a
lot more control and structure to
the game." Svendsen said.
At 510" 184 lbs., Svendsen is
the second smallest player on
See SVENDSEN! Page 8

chalk full of story lines. The
days reminded us all of what
a rollercoaster ride the MLB
season can be, full of ups and
downs. Here are the five biggest story lines from the first
full day.

I.CCSabathia:

Weather, poor play dooms
women's golf team
By John Lopez
Reporter

$161 million got the Yankees
a poor start to the season.
Sabathia gave up six earned
runs to the Baltimore Orioles
and earned a loss.
2. Cliff Lee: Last years
Cy Young Award winner had
a less than stellar outing to
open the year. He took a line
drive off his throwing arm and
earned a loss to the Texas
Rangers

3. Ken Griffey Jr.:
Griffey made his return to
(he Seattle Mariners and in
doing so homered, reminding Seattle fans of the good
old days. The Mariners also
downed the Twins 6-1.

4. Mets' bullpen:
The Mets.bullpen has been
largely responsible for the
Mets' failures to make the
playoffs the past two years.
On Monday they couldn't
have looked better in a win
over the Reds.

5. Atlanta Braves:
The Braves didn't technically
have their opening day on
Monday, but they did debut
with an explosive win over the
defending champion Phillies.

The Falcons women's golf team
put up a valiant effort over
the weekend but eventually
poor play and nasty weather
did them in as they finished
12th of 15 teams last weekend
at Bradley University's Grand
Prairie Collegiate Classic in
Pcoria, III.
The Falcons scored a disappointing 638 in the weathershortened event, a score they
will need to improve on if. they
hope to be competitive in the
season ending Mid-American
Conference Championships
which is scheduled for the end
of April.
The event, which was originally scheduled for three days
was shortened to a weekend
meet as snow was in the forecast
most of Illinois on Monday.
The one bright spot for the
Falcons came on the second
day when sophomore Marisa
Glew stroked a six iron 128
yards off the tee and directly
into the hole, recording an ace
for the Falcons on what was
otherwise a frustrating weekend.
"When 1 hit it I knew it was a
good shot," Glew said. "I was
having a really tough round up
until that point, and I didn't
really celebrate when it went in.
I told myself'Finally, I caught a
break.'"
As happy as Glew and her
teammates were about the hole
in one effort, the team couldn't
help but be disappointed by
their performance as a whole.
"We put in a lot of work all

Marisa
Glew
Had a hole in one
on a 128 hole on
day two.

Megan
Bader
Thinks the team
should focus on
the positives.

NANCIPALMIERI

tP PHOTO

PERFECT: Findlay coach Ron Niekamp was always confident in his team Frndlay finished 56-0 and won the Division II Championship.

winter," Glew said. "So to come
out and play like we have the
last two weeks is frustrating."
Coach Stephanie Young
knows her team is not where
they need to be heading into
the busiest month on their
schedule.
"We are disappointed with
the entire tournament," Young
said. "We have to get home and
work on some thing. With only
four events left in the season
we need to make some strides
as a team. We have some good
things happening, but we are
not meeting our expectations."
Sophomore Megan Bader
thinks the team needs to focus
on the positives.
"We have to remember our
good rounds," Bader said. "We
will be working from a forward
tee this week in practice; it
should help us with our confidence."
The Falcons would welcome
a confidence booster as soon
as possible as they are due
back on the course Satuiday in
Eastern Kentucky for the F.KU
Lady Colonel Classic,

Findlay coach reflects on perfect season
FINDLAY, Ohio (AP) —
Findlay's undefeated season
and its dramatic victory in
the NCAA Division 11 nat ional
championshipgametookalot
out of coach Ron Niekamp.
Starting the season as the
preseason favorite was a
burden at times because the
Oilers were every opponent's
target, the coach admitted.
"It aged me a lot," Niekamp
said. "It was a tough season
for all of us."
The Oilers (36-0) beat Cal
Poly Pomona in the title game
last week, becoming just the
fourth team to finish unbeaten since the Division II men's
tournament began.in 1957.
They needed overtime and
Tyler Evans' long 3-pointer at
the buzzer to grab the 56-53
victory and championship.
"As remarkable as winning
a national championship is,
being able to win 36 straight

games, when you are playing that many good teams,
is a big accomplishment,"
Niekamp said.
Niekamp said he knew his
team would be good, led by
Division II Player of the Year
losh Boslic and four other
returning seniors. Bostic had
a tremendous year, averaging 18.6 points. 6.2 rebounds,
2.9 assists and 2.4 steals per
game.
"We had some advantages
on teams to start the season."
Niekamp said. "Our starting
lineup was returning and a
lot of teams were figuring
that out. With so many veteran players we knew what
we could and could not do."
Still, his team continued
to improve as the season
progressed, said Niekamp,
whose record at Findlay is
550-174 in 24 seasons.
"Our ability to guard teams

wore them down. We had a lot of
people that we could use and not
have any glaring weaknesses on
defense." he said.
The Oilers were the top-ranked
See FINDLAY | Page 8

SPORTS
BRIEFS
BG baseball will host
Easter Michigan today
Tuesdays scheduled baseball game
between BG and EMU was cancelled due to
poor weather conditions
That game was supposed to be played in
EMU. as was today's match up
But because ol continung poor Wd conditions at EMU. today's game has been moved
toBG
Now the Fakons wil (ace off with the
Jagjes at 5 pm at Stellar Field
.

SPORTS
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HOCKEY
From Paqe 7
November to eight. During
ilif course ol the season, the
I alums lost Tim Maxwell, Russ
Sinkewlch and lacob Cepls to

SVENDSEN
From Page 7

the Steelheads, however that hasn't
hurt his chances to impress coach
Iaxdal
I le'sfii in very well in our In K kej
Club, he went in and got right in our
top line since we had someone else
called up [to theAHIJ. He's shown
he can pkiy in the LCI II.asa top six
forward on oui team," Laxdal said.
Another reason Svendsen has
been able to compete at the ECIII.
level is his strong defensive play,
especially during special teams.
With the Falcons, Svendsen had
a conference leading three shorthanded goals and was a enteial
part of l«l's B3.7 percent penalty
kill.
"I le's such a Milan player, he's not
afraid to take a ehance while Short
handed," said Svendsens1 BG line-

FINDLAY
From Page 7
team every week of the season.
They became the first No. I
Linked Division II team to win
the tournament since Kentucky
Acsleyan ill 1999.
Niekamp said he has no plans
in walk away from a job he loves

"personal reasons" while freshman Dean I'eliol lell the leain
after the death of his rather.
Il also greatly hurls the
Falcons' rosier for next season
as il drops them to 10 forwards,
three defcnscman and two
goalies

male David Snlway. "Ihere wen1
a kit of 5-On-3s late in the season
where he was literally out there for
the whole two minutes. He was our
biggest penaltykiller, he outworked
and outsmarted the other team
every night."
As a member of the Steelheads,
Svendsen has already scored short
handed and lias a plus/minus rat
ing of seven.
One of the contributing factors to
Svendsen signing with Idaho was
their affiliation with the National
I lodcey League's Dallas Stars. The
signing will also give him another
chance at playoff hockey as the
Steelheads are guaranteed at least
a nuinbci two seed in the K III

playoffs.
While Svendsen hopes to have
a long professional career, he
also plans to finish his degree in
business management from the
I Inivcrsity this summer.

even if this season took its toll.
"I tell people that I coach
one year at a time," Niekamp
said. I'm not young. I'll be till
next November. Sometimes I
can feel that on these long trips
with the miserable food on the
road.
"But it's still fun and as long
as it works, I'll take it one year
at a lime."

check us out on/f/te @

BGViews
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Woods, Mickelson on set
to face off at Augusta

L

Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press
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NICE TO KNOW YOU: After a fe* stcllai seasons with the Xaviei Muskateeis. Sean
^illor w,ll head west to coach the Aiizona Wildcats

iller will be the next
head coach at Arizona
Bob Baum
I he Associated Press

letic department, including
booster donations, still, tin'
contract must he approved by
the Arizona Hoard of Regents,
TUCSON. Ariz. - Arizona
In 23 seasons at Arizona,
lured Xavier's Sean Miller to
Tucson with a five-year con- Olson led the Wildcats to four
tract that pays him a base sal- final Pout appearances, winary of $2 million per year plus ning the national championship in 1997.
a SI million signing bonus.
But Miller inherits a proThe 40-year-old coach was
introduced vesterdat as the gram that's been in turmoil
replacement for Hall of lamer for two years. Olson took a
lute Olson at a news confer- leave of absence in the 2007ence on the basketball court at 08 season and was temporarily replaced by Kevin O'Neill.
McKale Center.
With his family sitting Olson planned to return last
nearby and Olson looking on. fall, but shortly before the
Miller said it was "humbling, season began he announced
very bumbling'' to lake over his retirement for health reasons. Ituss I'ennell took over as
from a coach who had been
interim coach.
successful lor soiling.
"I've known Sean a long
"It's also what drives you to
come and take this opportuni- time," Olson said. "I think he's
a voting man of great characty." Miller said, "because very
ter. I think he's a community
few programs have a single
kind of guy. he's a family kind
coach with the legacy that
of guy, and an outstanding
coach Olson left."
The contract includes incen- coach, obviously, lie's stepping in to a tough situation,
tives that could add as much
as $985,000 to Miller's annual but I think if you look back
salary. I hose include $175,000 on it, we stepped in to a tough
situation, too."
lorreachingthel inall uurand
The Wildcats made it, barely,
another $375X100 for winning
to the NCAA tournament for
the national championship.
the 25th consecutive season
State rules limit the length
and made a surprising run to
of the contract, but athletic
the Midwest Regional semidirector lim l.ivengood said
finals before being routed by
the si lionl would work to add
Louisville.
two more years to the deal
lunior Chase Budinger
after a season or two. il Miller
announced yesterday that he
stavs at Arizona for seven sea
was leaving school to make
sons, he would gel a one time
himself available for the NBA
|),i\ meritof$2.l million.
draft. Fellow junior Ionian
The money comes from
funds generated by the ath- Mill is expected to do the same.
unior point guard Nic Wise
also might not be back.
Miller mentioned Wise by
name when he talked about
wanting a coaching staff that
already knew Xavier's system.
"1 want our staff to be able to
each people like Nic Wise our
system," the new coach said.
When l.ivengood said, "I feel
reasonably sure right now that
we have a phenomenal head
basketball coach," Miller interrupted and said, "You should
be very sure."

AUGUST A, Ga. — lie was on t he
practice range at first light, only
his coach and caddie at his side.
Then it was off to the putting
green, where he kept pressing
an Augusta National official for
permission to start his practice
round before the course was
open.
It's a familiar story for Tiger
U i lods each year at the Masters.
But on this frigid yesterday
morning, the routine belonged
to Phil Mickelson.
They have kept different schedules this week- Mickelson playing early, Woods the late arrival
with his most limited practice in
his Masters career They were one
group apart Sunday afternoon
when both arrived at Augusta
and played the front nine.
Tiger and Phil are out there
playing." one of the club members said before adding with a
smile, "Not together, obviously."
They are not particularly close,
except in the world ranking.
The top two players in golf
— and the best rivalry of their
generation — could be on a collision course at the first major of
the year.
Woods returned from an eightmonth break after knee surgery
to win at Bay Hill two weeks ago
when he rallied from a live-shot
deficit to beat Sean O'Hair with
a 15-foot birdie putt on the 18th
hole in the dark. It was type of
putt Woods always seems to
make, one summed up perfectly
by Geoff Ogilvy: "Everyone is
impressed, but no one is surprised."
Mickelson
already
has
won twice this year, repeating at Riviera and winning at
Doral for his first World Golf
Championship.
"I feel like right now I'm playing
some of the best golf that I've ever
played," Mickelson said.
They have not gone head-tohead at the Masters since 2001,
when they played in the final
group and Woods won by two
shots to become the only pro to
capture four consecutive majors.
Mickelson haswontheMasters
twice, and while the first one is
the most memorable — remember that leap? — it was equallygratifying in 2006 to have Woods,
the defending champion, help
him into the green jacket.
"I do have a picture of him sliding that jacket on me," Mickelson
said with a smile. "That felt
good."
They are considered the top
two contenders at the Masters,
which starts Thursday, even in
a year when there is no shortage of story lines, from I'adraig
Harrington going for a third

straight major to Greg Norman
returning to a major he loves, but
has received no love back.
Mickelson could go to No. 1
in the world for the first time
in an otherwise stellar career if
be were to win the Masters and
Woods finished out of the top
five.
"It would be an incredible feat,
given who is currently No. 1,"
Mickelson said.
That would be Woods, who
intends to stay there.
"The No. 1 ranking takescareof
itself, just by winning golf tournaments," Woods said. "That's
the only way you can really get it.
You just have to continue to win."
The last time Mickelson was so
prominently featured at a major
was three years ago in the U.S.
Open at Winged Foot, when he
had a one-shot lead on the 18th
hole with a chance to join Woods
(who had missed the cut) and Ben
Hogan as the only players to win
three straight majors. Mickelson
made double bogey to lose by
one. and he has not contended in
a major since.
Now
that
opportunity
belongs to Harrington, who
won the British Open and PGA
Championship last year with
Woods on the mend. That would
seem to make the Irishman a
natural rival to Woods, only he
doesn't see it that way.
"I would have to say I can't be
a rival, because in the end I'm
always fighting with myself,"
Harrington said. "I'm always
competing with myself. I'm trying to better myself all the time.
So I don't really have a rival in
that sense. I'm totally focused
on trying to get the best performance out of me, and trying to
improve my performance."
Woods has had a revolving door
of rivals throughout his career
— Ernie LIs, David Duval, Vijay
Singh, Mickelson — but no other
rivalry carries as much energy
as the rivalry with Lefty, even
though it has been one-sided.
Neither of them see it that way.
"1 think the whole idea is to
handle your own business and
on Sunday, see where you are,"
Woods said. "You don't look at it
and say. T have to beat this one
person to win the golf tournament.' Because there arc a whole
host of people that you have to
beat."
Woods knows that from recent
experience at Augusta.
He has been a Masters runnerup the last two years. He couldn't
make enough birdies to make
a run at Trevor Immelman last
year, and he couldn't buy a putt
in 2007 when he was trying to
track down Zach Johnson. It was
the only time he played in the
final group at the Masters without wi
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STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
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in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
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Earthquake rocks central Italy,
leaves 207 dead, 1000 injured
By Marti FJconi
The Associated Press
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PRESIDENTIAL VISIT: President Barack Obama hugs a soldier as he greets military peisonnel at Camp Victory in Baghdad Iraq.

Obama visits Iraq, tells
troops war needs to end
By David Espo

a... country."

aged" Iraqis to take political
steps that would unite political
factions, including integrating
minority Sunnis into the government and security forces.
Al-Maliki told reporters, "We
assured the president that all the
progress that has been made in

Barack Obama | President

the security area will continue."

"You have given Iraq

The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — Flying unannounced into a still-dangerous war zone, President Barack
Obama told U.S. troops and Iraqi
officials alike yesterday it is time
to phase out America's combat
role in a conflict he opposed as a
candidate and has vowed to end
as commander in chief.
Iraqis "need to lake responsibility for their own country," Obama told hundreds of
cheering soldiers gathered in
an ornate, marble palace near
Saddam Hussein's former seat
of power.
"You have given Iraq the
opportunity to stand on its own
as a democratic country. That is
an extraordinary achievement,''
he told the troops, saluting
their efforts during six years of
American fighting and losses.
lust hours before he arrived,
a deadly car bomb exploded in
Baghdad, underscoring the continuing peril despite a recent
decline in violence. But the mood
was festive as Obama spoke to
troops gathered Inside an ornate,
marble palace.
"We love you," someone
yelled out.

the opportunity to
stand on its own as

"I love you back," responded the president, repeating a
sequence that played out at
hundreds of campaign stops on
his successful run for the White
I louse last year.
Obama met with top U.S.
commanders as well as senior
Iraqi leaders on a visit of a little
more than four hours that was
confined to Camp Victory, the
largest U.S. military base in a war
that began in 2003 and has cost
the lives of 4,265 members of the
U.S. military. Many thousands
more Iraqis have perished.
A helicopter flight to the heavily fortified Green Zone a few
miles distant was scrapped, but
White 1 louseaides attributed the
change in travel plans to poor
weather rather than security
concerns.
After a session with Prime
Minister Nourial-Maliki.Obama
said he had "strongly encour-

American commanders told
the president the country is
experiencing a relatively low
level of violence, although linear bomb explosion in a Shiile
neighborhood of Baghdad was
evidence of a recent resurgence.
Obama flew from Turkey, the
next-to-last stop on an eightday Itinerary that also included
Britain, Prance, Germany and
the Czech Republic.
Aides said Obama chose t< > visit
Iraq rather than Afghanistan,
where U.S. troopsarealsoincombat, in par! because il was close
to Turkey and in part because of
upcoming Iraqi elections.
In his remarks to the troops.
Obama made no mention of the
Afghanistan conflict — where
he has decided to commit 21,000
additional troops — and il was
not known whether it came up
in his meeting with Gen. Ray
Odierno, the lop U.S. commander, and olher officers.

CATCH >>'
THE WAVE 7p
TO WELL/MESS
23rd Annual Health & Mess Fair
Open to all BGSU students, faculty & staff and Bowling Green community

W&teSPW APRIL 8
\0 Mtr 3 Ptf\
UNION BALLROOM
WIN A CPJ, WII.FIT 8k OTHER. PFslZtt!!
Free Blood Glucose & Cholesterol Testing by the Student Health Services

cracked in the larger quake
I ler hands trembled as rescueworkers gave her a cup of water.
The young woman said she was
too shaken lo talk
I ler boyfriend, Agostino Paride,
33, an engineer, said they had

tray with his breakfast in a tented camp in
Paganica. cential Italy Tens of thousands of
people left homeless by the powerful 5.8maqnitude quake slept in makeshift tents
(hat provided little protection against the
chilly mountain air. scores of survivors lined
up early yesierday for a hoi cup of coffee.

Peruvian president Fujimori convicted for
authorizing government death squad
By Frank Bajak

"Fujimorism will

The Associated Press

IJMA, Peni — A Special tribunal convicted former Peruvian
President Alberto l-'ujimori of
murder and kidnapping yesierday
and sentenced him lo 25 years
in prison, saying he authorized a
government death squad during
the Shining Path insurgency.
The 70-year-old former leader,
who remains popular for rescuing Pern from ihe brink of economic and political collapse in the
early 1990s, was convicted of what
the coun called "crimes against
humanity," including 25 murders
by a military hi! squad.
Presiding judge Cesar San
Martin told a hushed courtroom
then- was no question Fujimori
authorized the creation of the

continue to advance.
Today we're first in
the polls..."
Keiko Fujimori | Congresswoman
Colina unit, which the coun said
killed at least 50 people during its
15 months as the state crushed the
fanatical Shining Path rebels.
i'ujimori. who proclaimed his
innocence in a roar when die 15monlh trial began, apparently
anticipated a guilty vcrdicl.
I le barely looked up as it was
read, sitting alone taking notes during the three-hour proceedings at
the lima police base where he has
been held and tried since bring

extradited from Chile in late 2007.
His uttered only four words: "I
mow lo nullify" before turning,
smiling and waving lo the audience sitting behind him.
I lis daughter Keiko, a 33-yearold congresswoman and potential
presidential candidate, said the
sentence and conviction foreordained and "full of hate and vengeance."
She said il would only strengthen her movement and called on
supporters lo peacefully take lo
the streets.
"Fujimorism will continue to
advance. Today we're first in the
polls and will continue to be so,"
she told supporters. The lawmaker
is among front-runners in opinion surveys for 2011 presidential
race and has vowed to pardon her
father if elected.

New at BGSU:

No Paper.
No Lines.
No Problem.
eBill, ePayment & eRefund
coming April 6, 2009
monthly bursar billing notification will
be sent to your BGSU email account. Sign up your
parent for billing information access.
GBIII:

ePdymentl new enhanced Web site for
payment services, payment search, payment history.
Enroll your parent as an authorized payer.
GnGTUndl from in line to online enroll in
electronic banking direct deposit for your
financial aid refunds!
To enroll: log onto my.bgsu, click "Bursar Bill View/
Pay" for your new services page.

Free Food!

Wellness Info

Free T-shirts to the
First 100 People!

Health Screenings

Raffle Prizes!

KAQUII A, Italy — A strong tremor
shook quake-hit areas of central
Italy yesterday and sent rescuers
and residents fleeing from dam
aged buildings In the ravaged
medieval city of I.'Aquila.
Chunks ol concrete dropped
from already crumbling buildings
and the shock was fell as far away
as Home, 70 miles ill!) kilometers)
lo the southwest The ANSA news
agency said at least one person
was killed near I'Aquila.
Rescuers were still searching
through the nibble for survivors
and bodies when the earth shook
again yesterday
The official loll from the quake
stood at 207 dead. If> missing and
some 1,000 injured. However,
ANSA reported il had tallied 228
dead at a hangar bring used as a
morgue.
ANSA said tin- aftershock caused
further damage to theChiesa delle

Aniine Sante, one of the many his- driven lo I'Aquila from the town of
toric buildings in this city thai |Kir- Civilella Hovedo, some 70 kilometially collapsed in the quake.
ters 145 miles) away.
While the U.S. Geological
Survey said yesterdays aftershock
measured 5.6, Italian seismologists
using the Richler scale put it at 5.3.
The epicenter was near I.'Aqtiila.
The strong temblor Struck at
7:47 pm, terrifying a young couple who were walking in central
I.'Aquila to their car after bringing
fcxxl and clothing to friends and
relatives in one of the city's tenl
camps.
"I want to go home. I want to
go home,'' screamed a woman,
whose boyfriend identified her
only as Patrizia after chunks of
MESSANDRA TARANTINO
facade rained down on them from
a building that had been badly TERRIBLE TREMORS: A man holds a
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For information: go to www.bgsu.edu/
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Biden dismisses former
vice presidents comments
WASHINGTON i API - Vice
President loe Biden said yesterday his predecessor, Dick
Cheney, is "dead wrong" when he
says President liarack Ohama's
national security policies are
making the United Stales less
safe.
Biden said the exact opposite was true and that President
George W. Bush's v ice president
was incorrect
"I don't think he is out of line,
hut he is dead wrong ... The
last administration left us in a
weaker posture than we've been
any time since World War II: less
regarded in the world, stretched
more thinly than we ever have
been in the past, two wars under
way. virtual!} no respeel In
entire parts ol the world" Biden
said. "And so we've heen about
the business ol repairing and
strengthening those. I guarantee you we arc safer today, our
interests are more secure today

"It was done in
accordance with
our constitutional
practices..."
■ itmer Vice President

than thej were any time during the eight years" of the Hush
administration.
Since becoming president.
Obama has ordered the closing of the US. military prison
at Guantanamo Hay. Cuba, and
banned certain interrogation
methods for suspected terrorists.
Cheney last month said the
Hush administration programs
involving suspected terrorists
were critically important and

that overturning them had made
thecounirv less sate.
"I think those programs were

absolutely essential to the success we enjoyed of being able
to collect the intelligence that
let us defeat all further attempts
to launch attacks against the
United States since!!/II," Cheney
said.
"I think that's a great success story. It was done legally.
It was done in accordance with
our constitutional practices and
principles.'' he said. "President
Obama campaigned against it
all across the country. And now
he is making some choices that,
in my mind. will, in fact, raise
the risk to the American people
of another attack, "Cheney said.
Biden said he and Obama are
working to repair the United
States' reputation, which was
damaged abroad over the
unpopular 201)3 invasion of
Iraq,
Biden was interviewed on
CNN's "The Situation Uoom

With Wolf BUtzer."

Red Cross reports medical ethics
violated during CIA interrogations
WASHINGTON (API — Medical
personnel who monitored the
harsh CIA interrogations of
"high value" prisoners at secret
overseas sites violated medical ethics, the International
Committee of the Red Cross
says in a report.
The 2007 report, based on
interviews with 14 detainees
who were held at the secret
sites before being transferred
in September 2000 to the
prison at Guantanamo Hay,
Cuba, said the health person
nel monitored detainees as
they were subjected to techniques such as waterhoarding
— which simulates drowning
— and prolonged siicss positions.

By Matt Apuzzo
The Associated Press

yesterday and took the rare and
serious step of ordering a criminal investigation into prosecutors who poisoned the case.
"In nearly 25 years on the
bench, I've never seen anything
approaching the mishandling
and misconduct that l\e seen

In this case," U.S. District Judge
Emmet Sullivan said.

CH«lfSDH»RAPAK

s*-. -far, o' Sta'e nominee Hillary Rodham Clinton attend the inaugural prayer service at Washington National Cathedral in Washington

contrary to

dial while still being held
at a secret site, "a health person
threatened that medical care
would he conditional upon
cooperation with the interrogators."

international law"

personnel's "primarj purpose

"The interrogation
process is

■

;.'orson | Red Cross

In some cases, the lied Cross
reported, medical stall recommended stopping the treat
ment; in others they "recommended its continuation, hut
with adjustments." The report
said the ii detainees were
interviewed by Hed Cross officials at the Guantanamo camp
in October 2006.
One detainee told the lied

(KISS

The report said the health

appears to have been to serve
the interrogation process, and
not the patient.
"I he interrogation process is
contrary to International law,"
the- lied t loss said, "and the
participation in such a process
is contrary to international
standards ol medical ethics."
i in- confidential 43-page
report was published Monday
on the Web siie of The NeVi
York Review of Hooks.

Judges dismisses case of Sen. Ted Stevens
WASHINGTON — A seething
federal judge dismissed the
corruption convict ion of former Alaska Sen. Ted Stevens

OBAMA: President Baiack Obama, first lady Michelle Obama. Vice President Joe Biden. his wife Jill Biden, former President Bill Clinton, and

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

Sullivan appointed a special prosecutor to investigate
lustice Department lawyers
who repeatedly withheld
evidence from defense attorneys and the judge during
the monthlong trial. Stevens
was convicted in October of
lying on Senate forms about
home renovations and gifts he
received from wealthy friends.
The case cost Stevens, 85,
a Senate seat he had held for
40 years. Once the Senate's
longest-serving Republican,
he narrowly lost to Democrat
Mark Iicgich soon after the v ei
diet.

Now, the case could prove

career-ending lor prosecutors
in the lustice Department's
public corruption unit.

Alter Sullivan dismissed the
case, Stevens turned to his
friends and held up a list in vie
tory as his wife and daughters
broke into loud sobs.
"Until recently my laith in
the criminal system, particularly the judicial system, was
unwavering," Stevens told the
court yesterday, his first public comments since Attorney
General Trie Holder announced
he would drop the case. "Hut
what some members of the
prosecution team did nearly
destroyed my faith. Their concluc i had consequences Tor me
that they will never realize and
can never be reversed.
The unraveling of the case

overshadowed the facts of
a trial in which Stevens was
shown to have accepted thousands of dollars in undisclosed
gilts.
Sullivan
appointed
Washington attorney Henry
Schuelke to investigate con
tempt anil obstruction by the
lustice Department team.
Schuelke is a former prosecutor

SUSAN WMSH
ALASKA:

AP PHOTO

■ i Sen. Ted Stevens

waves as he prepares to get into his vehicle
as he leaves federa

•-

' r>gton.

and veteran defense attorney
who oversaw a Senate Ethics
Committee investigation into
influence-peddling allegations
against former New York Sen.
AlfonseD'Amatoin 1989.
Sullivan said the misconduct was ton serious to he left
to an internal investigation by
the lustice Department, which
he said dragged its feet before
investigating. He criticized former Attorney General Michael
Mukasey lor not responding to
complaints: "Shocking, hut not
surprising," Sullivan said.

STATE
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Cancer con artist on run
after receiving $800,000
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Nazi guard
deportation still being debated
ByM.R.Kropko

By Meghan

BUT

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS—An Ohio mother
of six was on the run yesterday
after prosecutors say she and
her husband conned family and
friends out of $800,000 by claiming he suffered from cancer.
Melanie Chen, 29, and Phylip
Chen, 38. were each indicted
on counts of theft and receiving stolen property. Delaware
County Prosecutor Dave Yost
said the couple convinced
about a dozen family members
and friends that they needed
the money to pay for I'hylip
Chen's medical expenses.
Authorities have been unable
to find Melanie Chen since she
failed to show up for the couple's
arraignment March2.Awarrant
has been issued for her arrest.
Phylip Chen pleaded not guilty
to iIn- charges and was allowed
to return to his children at their
Columbus residence, Yost said.
The prosecutor said the couple solicited money from friends
and family in California, Illinois.
Michigan, and Ohio from July
2005 to August 2008.
"You know, people are kindhearted. When you think that
somebody you care about is ill,
it's not like going to court where
you want to see proof," Yost said.
"You mist your family to tell you
the truth."

"Why didn't they
barge in and
find out how
sick I was?"
Phylip (_nen| Husband
Relatives contacted authorities after they grew suspicious
and the couple were unable
to produce documentation of
Phylip Chen's medical treatment.
"It was face-to-face networking kinds of stuff," Yost said.
"There was no softball benefit
or those kinds of things."
Phylip Chen's lawyer, Keith
Boger, said his client denies
any involvement in the alleged
scam.
"Mis wife has indicated that
she was lying to him about
the source of the money along
with lying to his mother about
why she needed the money,"
Boger said. "He believed that
his mother was involved in the
real estate industry in Taiwan
and that his wife was working
for her."
Boger said Melanie Chen told
a sheriff's detective that her husband had nothing to do with the
scam. The lawyer said that the
$800,000 came primarily from
Phylip Chen's parents and that

Melanie Chen prevented her
husband from communicating
with them by offering various
excuses.
Boger said Phylip Chen has
been in contact with his wife,
but Boger did not know how
often.
"I believe he has no idea
where she is or what her circumstances are," he added.
Phylip Chen is currently
employed as a research assistant in the Columbus area,
Boger said, lie would not be
more specific. The couple's children, who are being cared for
by other family members, range
in age from 18 months to 10,
according to Boger.
Sometime
during
the
alleged scam, Phylip Chen
was employed at Ohio State
University, Boger said.
Messages left at the Chen
home were not returned. Yost
did not know whether Melanie
Chen had a lawyer.
Phylip Chen told The
Columbus Dispatch that he
knew nothing of the scam and
called his wife a pathological
liar. I le said he was not close to
his parents and believes they
were duped into believing he
was ill.
"For three years, they made
no attempts to contact me," he
said. "Why didn't they barge in
and find out how sick 1 was?"

Nursing always viable option even in recession
By Dan Sewell
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI—Their fellow students call them "Mom and Pop."
Both40yearsold,LenaGambill
and Bob Mitchell are among the
first-year nursing students at
Shawnee State University, in the
Ohio river city of Portsmouth
nearly 100 miles southeast of
here. In an Appalachian region
that was already struggling with
double-digit unemployment
before the national recession hit,
they both considered a nursing
career their best bet for a secure
future.
"The reason I decided to do
it is no matter where we go, no
matter what happens economywise, this is an occupation I can
count on and I can take with
me," said Gambill, a mother of
three who had been a full-time
teacher's aide.
"There is always something
you can do with nursing," agreed

"There is always
something you
can do with
nursing"
Bob Mitchell) First-year student
Mitchell, a former state prison
guard.
A field that has long seen staff
shortages is getting another look
from people who are out of work,
fear they soon could be or need
to replace a laid-off spouse's
income.
But there are barriers to overcome, from getting the needed
education to meeting the profession's sometimes exhausting
demands.
"The most difficult thing has
been budgeting between my
family and schooling to get to
my goal," said Gambill, estimating she spends 40 hours a week

studying and doing clinical work
in a two-year program to become
a registered nurse.
Industry experts say the recession is reducing nursing vacancy
rates because more nurses are
delaying retirement, moving
from part-time to full-time status for the extra income, or coming back from retirement.
But plenty of need remains,
especially as the Baby Boom generation ages and requires more
health care. The U.S. Bureau of
LabOf Statistics has projected
more than 1 million nursing
openings over the 10-year period
ending in 2016.
Among the benefits of becoming a nurse, besides employment
security, is yearly pay that usually ranges in hospitals from
around $50,000 into six figures, depending on experience
and skills. Nursing offers flexible scheduling that can include
three-day weeks (12-hour shifts)
and weekends-only positions.

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The deportation of alleged Nazi death camp
guard lohn Demjanjuk should
be blocked because forcing
the frail 89-year-old to go to
Germany would amount to torture, his attorney said In a court
filing yesterday.
John Broadley. the attorney
for the retired auto worker
from Seven Mills in suburban
Cleveland, asked (he Board of
Immigration Appeals in Falls
Church, Va„ to block his client's deportation and reopen
a U.S. case that has ordered
Demjanjuk deported.
Germany
had
wanted
Demjanjuk (pronounced demYAHN'-yuk) In the country
Monday. But a U.S. immigration judge Friday agreed to temporarily halt his removal from
the United States, then revoked
that decision Monday. The stay
expires today.
Demjanjuk is accused in a
(lerman arrest warrant of29,000
counts of acting as an accessory
to murder at the Sobibor death
camp in Nazi-occupied Poland
in 1943. lie has denied involvement in any deaths.
The
Ukrainian-born
Demjanjuk came to the United
States after World War II as a
refugee.
In Germany, Demjanjuk
would have a chance to respond
to the allegations before a judge
in Munich. German prosecutors are making their case
based largely on evidence used
in the United States to strip

PHOtO PBIVIDEDIV D£MJ»NJUK FAMILY

AP PHOTO

DEMJANJUK GERMANY: This image from video released by John Demjanjuks family,
shows Demjanjuk getting assistance on a bed in Seven Hilt. Ohio. April 2.2009 A US
immigration judge in Virginia on Monday revoked Demjanjuks stay of deportation to
Germany

Demjanjuk of his citizenship
in 2002.

In a three-page signed statement last week, Demjanjuk
asked for asylum in the U.S.
and said deporting him "will
expose me to severe physical
and mental pain that clearly
amount to torture under any
reasonable definition of the
term."
lie said he suffers severe spinal, hip and leg pain and has a
bone marrow disorder, kidney
disease, anemia, kidney stones,
arthritis, gout and spinal deterioration.
His son, lohn Demjanjuk |r..
said deporting his father would
be inhumane.
"Due to his severe medical
conditions, my father could not
be deported to Germany for
arrest and confinement without inflicting upon him severe
pain and suffering thus violating Mis human rights and the

Convention Against Torture."
he said in an e-mail to The
Associated Press.
Broadley said a government
physician examined Demjanjuk
mi I bursday to determine Ins
ability to travel and there was
"dramatic evidence" of his back
pain. Broadley submitted a
portion of the exam videotape
to the government on Friday
as part of his argument against
deportation.
The lustice Department
responded
by
saying
Demjanjuk's medical capacity to stand trial abroad "is, of
course, irrelevant in a removal
proceeding."
Demjanjuk first gained U.S.
citizenship in 1938. But his citizenship was revoked in 1981
when the lustice Department
alleged he had served the Nazis
as the notorious Nazi guard
"Ivan the Terrible" in Poland at
the I reblinka death camp.

Goodyear may downsize if original measures not enough
The Associated Press

AKRON, Ohio — The top executive of Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co. said yesterday the biggest
U.S. tire company will consider
more cost cutting this year if
measures already taken aren't
enough in a down economy.
Akron-based Goodyear in
February said it would cut nearly 3.000 jobs this year. Less sales
led to a loss of $330 million in
the 2008 fourth quarter.
In comments made at the
company's annual meeting
of shareholders, Goodyear
Chairman and CEO Robert
Keegan said the company is preparing "contingency actions"
beyond various strategies in
place, if market conditions further deteriorate.

Cus+ol* ll*prir\+<4 ^ fk

Keegan didn't specify what
those contingency actions may
be, or whether they involve
more job cuts.
Goodyear has about 75,000
employees and makes products
in 25 countries.
The company expects about
a 14 percent reduction in inventory, he said.
Keegan said he remains con
fident in Goodyear's ability to
cope with economic conditions
and will rely on several strategies put in place before world
markets began showing st ress.
"As we address our market
challenges head-on, we are no)
creating a new path. Rather we
will be taking a proven path to
the next level," he said.
Other than lowering costs,
keys are development and mar-

ket ingot new products, building
brand strength and generating
funds to reinvest in its business,
he said.
Among the new products is i
Goodyear's Assurance Fuel Max •
tire, which is now available at
Goodyear retailers. The company says it can achieve a 4 percent improvement in highway
fuel economy.
Keegan
noted
significant decline in auto industry
demand, especially in the fourth
quarter. The company has been
placing a greater emphasis on
replacement tires.
Goodyear shares lost 55
cents, or 7.3 percent, to S7.02
In early afternoon trading. The
company's shares have traded
between $3.17 and $30.10 over
the past year.

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall
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Aardvark Screen Printing & Embroidery
123S, Main St-BG

419-354-6686

aardvarkspe.com

•Reporters
•Well Staff
•Staff Editors
•Videographers
•OpinionColumnists •On-lineMedia
•Photographers
Assistants
•Graphic Designers
•Copy Editors
,

ECCA
Management Inc.
www.meccabg.com

LOG ON TODAY TO VIEW:
Our 09-10 Listing
Pictures

• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews will begin mid April.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.

Map of locations
Paperwork

This and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call our office for updates on openings.

1045 N. Main 7B
419-353-5800
info@meccabg.com

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL

Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
'restrictions appl)
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ELATION: Kevin Basch hugs family after he
»as elected USG Vice- President.
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PHONING HOME: Sundeep Mutgi calls family alter he was elected USG President.
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Wanted
New 2 You now accepting clothing at
the Woodland Mall, located across
from the theater, call 419-373-9900
Roommate needed to sublease room
in house w/ 4 girls. 146 S. College,
Aug 09-Aug '10 , call 419-410-7150.
Subleaser (or nice 1 BR apt,
close to downtown, avail. May.
S430/mo mcl util. egerard@bgsu.edu

Help Wanted

BEN IOHMAN

CONGRATULATIONS: USG Pwedu.es
and Appeals Boa'd members Lindy Bobtxtc
and Stephanie Zeller announce the USG
election yesterday in the Union

BEN LOHMAN

ALL SMILES: Sundeep Mutgi embraces a
friend after he was elected USG President

•BARTENDING! up to SSOCVday. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Violent explosion
Shapely fruit
Dean Martin's detective Matt
Speed checker
Austen novel
Nobelist Wiesel
Muscat resident
Niagara noise
Cacophonies
Tough task for a chef
Tree house?
Manipulates
Fidgety
Primitive conveyance
Greek letter
Spanish river
Former French colony in Canada
Yemen's capital
Tough task for a taxidermist
Como
Usted?
Upolu resident
Japanese novelist Kobo
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1)
Please call lor an appointment.

"NEED MONEY NOW?!"
START IMMEDIATELY!
Work outside with TruGreen.
SS/hr guaranteed!!
"Weekly bonus as well"
Work Mon-Fri 4-9pm & Saturdays,
U pick the days, work till end of sem.
•Must have good communication
skills and neat appearance.'
Apply at TruGreenToledo.com
or call Kris at 419-874-3575.

""1-4 BR apis & houses 09-10 sy,
1 Ig house left. 8 allowed on lease.
next to campus & downtown,
low as $250/mo lor each student.
See Cartyrentals com for discounts
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ lots
of windows, like new!
$450/mo ♦ elec, call 419-654-5716.

130-134 Liberty St • 1 & 2 BR's avail.
S465-$625/mo * gas & elec.
Call 419-354-6036. 9am-3pm, M-F
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

"Wanted 5/5/09 for 2 weeks only,
cleaning people for rentals, move out
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9-pm.

2 BR/1 bath -Garden Grove Townhouses, $495/mo 12 mo lease + dep,
short term lease avail. 419-353-5891

400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com

3BR houses avail Aug. 09.
all close to BGSU, excel! condition!
218 Dill SI. $1000/mo + util.
220 Dill St, $725/mo -t-util.
606 5th St, $850/mo tutil.
Call 419-308-2458
426 E. Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm,
avail. Fall 2009. $475/mo, utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882
5 & 3 BR houses/ants.
available May & August,
Call 419-353-2787 & leave message.

Price Reduced, Fifth Street Apts.
2BR, 2 bath, C/A, appliances,
shuttle stop across street, $450/mo.
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638.
Summit Hill 414/418 S. Summit St,
2-tBR. A/C, garage, W/D, remodeled,
spacious, pet friendly, new low price!
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands,
Call 419-354-6036.
The Highlands - 220 Napoleon Rd.
1 BR apts, $375-$415/mo -t elec.
Great locations, low sec. deposit!
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
The Homestead
1,2 BR's & 1 BR w/ study apts
$525-650/mo + all util. great location!
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm. M-F.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

ART-ASITE!
Silversmilhing supplies, tools, gemstones, 6 wk workshops. Repairs &
custom work avail. 116 S Main. BG.
419-352-4455
Avail now. newly remodeled apt w/
3 BR, each w/ priv. bath & entrance.
Close to campus. $950/mo ♦ elec.
Call 419-708-9981.
Avail, summer &/or 1st semester
only, see Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.
Basement Apt„ Near Campus
$350/mo, util. incl.
Call 419-352-5882

BG Apts.-818/822 2nd St.
2BR. C/A, D/W,
S500-S510/mo ♦ gas & electric,
Smith Apt. Rentals
www.bgapartments.com
419-352-8917

1 4 2 BR apts. quiet. Sign up now for
fall, save up to $1200
Susan- 419-841-9816, 419-345-4768
12 month leases starting May 2009:
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $900 . util,
525 Manville - 3BR house
$700/mo ♦ utilities,
453 S. Prospect A -3BR duplex
$690/mo t utilities.
424 S College - 3BR house
$700/mo + utilities.
322 E. Court #2 -1BR, $410 incl. util.
www.bgapar1ments.com
S. Smith Contracting
419-352-8917

MARTEN RENTALS
704 5th St, 710 7th St, 601 3rd St.
Call 419-352-3445.

9 month sub lease for 3 BR apt,
334 N. Main St, $780/mo +util.
Call Jessica at 419-769-2891.

1 & 2 BR apts close to campus,
$395-550/mo » electric, pet friendly.
Avail now & Aug. call 419-708-9981.

(From 11 AM#/^until

)PM)

RESERVATIONS

419-353-2277

kJpB8|&3
163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

Jay-Mar 8th & High SI.
2BR apis - $475-495/mo + gas/elec.
Low security deposit,
419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F.
wwwbghighlandmgmt.com
Just a couple great houses!
Lrg. 3 BR near campus, game room,
garage, W/D. air, pet Iriendly.
May or Aug. Call 419-806-4219.

1 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $499!
On selected floor plans
2 Bedroom Apartments

#

.*.%%. '♦♦•*. *••#

IVYWOODAPTS. •;
1 Bdrms./Studios *.

WHEN: Today. April 8, 2009

Spring Special:
Reduced Rcnl

WHERE: West of the Education Building

To learn more about Coca-Cola Recycling!

ANSWERS

For Rent

For Rent

WHY:

Noon follower
Mil. branch
Stanza of six lines
Pages
Honey badger
Arcade pioneer
Up and about
Cognizant
Judicial garb
Exxon, once
Clothing, casually
Daughter of Cadmus
Actress Ullmann
Compass dlr.

For Rent

SUMMER JOB in BG,
exterior painting, no exp. necessary
Call 440-785-8433.

Recycling trivia games with prizes, educational
videos and rewards for recycling participation

Director's shout
Large craft
Babysitter's nemeses
Berne's river
Morays
Tough task for a gourmet
Coup d'_
Attack with a shiv
Of service
Neighbor of Brazil
Foal's father
Potvin or Leary
Actor Pickens
Mining products
Kitchen appliance

42
47
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
58
59
63
64
65

Help Wanted

SUBLEASER needed ASAP for
Copper Beech Townhouses,
3BR. 3 1/2 bath, fully furnished.
$1136/mo, $375/mo per room.
Lease May-July 13th,
contact Jesse at 419-290-0668

WHAT:

'

One sib
Fugitive's escape
Oklahoma city
Holy places
Small combo
Fringe benefits
Ham it up
Delhi nannies
Infrequent
Pleasure seeker
"MkJdlemarch" author
Chain elements
Disorderly
Pariah
relief
Scandinavian
Leaves the building
Tonto's horse
Brit, flyboys
Idle chatter
Arab garment
Beavers barrier
Worldwide worker's
grp.
Humiliate
Dynamite inventor
Jumps on the ice
Do-all assistant

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

available • SB an hour.
Dynamic market research firm with
fun office environment needs PT
proofreaders and callers. Must be
avail. 20/hrs. per week w/ some
weekend hours. Requires high standards, an eye for detail, excellent
general computer and e-mail knowledge; strong experience in Excel.
Word and Outlook a plus. Interested
candidates please e-mail resume
and availabilty immediately to:
matt.urich@intelli-shop.com

COCA-COLA RECYCLING
EDUCATIONAL VEHICLE AT BGSU

I

37
38
39
41

ACROSS

419-372-6977

i
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LfeflLCf

Near BGSU, private
palio/entrance, extra
storage, pets welcome
short-term leases avail.

$8 - $14+ an hour!
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

*

www.homecllylce.com

1-800 899-8070

#

*
*

Also, nu Security
Jt
Deposit and 1/2 off 1st *#
month if vou move in

419-352-7691 EHO#*
'Restrictions Apply

On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

-FREE HEA1

beforeS/31/09.-

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

From Only $599!
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715

fg>

Now Op«n Saturday 10-3 ^F

